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Introduction 
 

In such a hectic year filled with a global pandemic, destructive hurricanes, and devastating wildfires, it should come as 
no surprise that citizen-driven ballot initiatives and referenda were down nationwide. This year’s general election had 
only 38 statewide citizen measures across the country—compared to 60 in 2018 (POLITICO). As a result, the major 
themes in ballot measures in 2020 were tax reform and electoral reform. And, given the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on state and local government budgets, taxes may be a theme for the next few years. 
 
Still, there were some huge victories for children across the country. For example, in Arizona, voters approved 
Proposition 208, which will enact an additional 3.50% income tax on income above $250,000 (single filing) or $500,000 
(joint filing). The revenue from this tax will be distributed to teacher and classroom support staff salaries, teacher 
mentoring and retention programs, career and technical education programs, and the Arizona Teachers Academy 
(Ballotpedia). Meanwhile, Colorado voters approved a paid family and medical leave program that will provide 12 weeks 
(up to 16 weeks in certain cases) of paid leave (with a maximum benefit of $1,100 per week) funded through a payroll 
tax to be paid for by employers and employees in a 50/50 split (Ballotpedia). 
 
There were substantial victories for children on the local level as well. Ballot measures were approved in Multnomah 
County, Oregon; San Antonio, Texas; and Cincinnati, Ohio that expanded pre-K access to tens of thousands of children 
through increased tax revenue (Children’s Funding Project). In addition, voters approved measures in Saint Louis, 
Missouri; San Joaquin County, California; and Escambia and Leon Counties in Florida that dedicated millions of additional 
tax dollars to child services, including psychiatric treatment, substance use prevention, family counseling, child literacy, 
after-school programs, and more (Children’s Funding Project). 
 
However, there were also some concerning initiatives that warrant attention. In particular, Missouri voters approved a 
seemingly innocent initiative that, among other things, alters redistricting processes by requiring that population, voter 
rights abridgment, contiguous districts, and simple shapes be given higher priority in the reshaping of districts. In 
practice, the initiative will allow the state to redistrict based only on citizens of voting age (rather than all residents), 
eliminating children and immigrants from the redistricting calculations. This will create inadequate representation, and 
thus, funding, for areas with high populations of children and immigrants. As redistricting processes begin to take place 
in 2021, child advocates should watch for other states to attempt to pass similar restrictions that could hurt children. 

 
 

How To Use This Document: 
 
This is a list of all the ballot initiatives and referenda that impact children at both the local and state levels.  To 
make this information easier to use, it is organized into three categories: 
 

• Local measures that will definitely affect children 

• State measures that will or might affect children, arranged by topic 

• State measures that will or might affect children, arranged by state 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/10/23/2020-election-ballot-initiatives-measures-431300
https://ballotpedia.org/Arizona_Proposition_208,_Tax_on_Incomes_Exceeding_$250,000_for_Teacher_Salaries_and_Schools_Initiative_(2020)
https://ballotpedia.org/Colorado_Proposition_118,_Paid_Medical_and_Family_Leave_Initiative_(2020)
https://www.childrensfundingproject.org/cfp-blog/2020/11/18/how-kids-around-the-country-triumphed-this-election
https://www.childrensfundingproject.org/cfp-blog/2020/11/18/how-kids-around-the-country-triumphed-this-election
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Local Ballot Measures That Will Directly Impact Children 

Key: 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved and is expected to be beneficial for children. 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved but is expected to be detrimental to children. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was expected to be detrimental to children but was rejected. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was expected be beneficial to children but was rejected. 
  

Multnomah County, Oregon: 
• APPROVED Measure 26-214: A progressive income tax on high-income earners to fund universal, tuition-free 

preschool for all three- and four-year-olds by 2030. If passed, the tax would generate an estimated $133 million 
next year (and $202 million annually by 2026), and funds will be used to add 7,000 new slots by fall 2026, with 
fair wages for providers and high-quality, culturally responsive opportunities that meet children’s needs. 

 
Clackamas County, Oregon: 

• REJECTED Measure 3-564: The Children’s Safety Levy would have levied a 15-cent property tax to raise $7.9 
million for children's safety services. While the tax would have cost the average homeowner less than $4 per 
month, it would have doubled the number of children and youth supported by services, including mental health 
treatment and recovery, emergency shelter for victims of child abuse, and teen pregnancy support. 

 
San Antonio, Texas: 

• APPROVED Proposition A: Renewal of a ⅛-cent sales tax that generates $38 million annually for Pre-K 4 SA. Pre-
K 4 SA serves 2,000 four-year-olds annually in its centers while supporting extended school days, increased 
access, and improved quality for thousands of children in other early childhood education settings.  

 
Saint Louis, Missouri: 

• APPROVED Proposition R: A 6-cent property tax increase to raise $2.3 million for birth-to-five programs and 
services, administered by the St. Louis Mental Health Board’s Community Children’s Services Fund. The fund was 
originally established in 2004, and has a particular focus on children’s mental health, providing psychiatric 
treatment, substance use prevention, family counseling, and more. 

 
Escambia County and Leon County, Florida: 

• APPROVED Dedicated property tax revenue to Children’s Services Councils through two separate efforts. 
Escambia and Leon both passed 5-cent property tax increases to raise $7-8 million annually in each county, 
which will raise the total property tax revenue of Children’s Services Councils in Florida to over $545 million 
collectively. 

 
San Joaquin County, California: 

• APPROVED Measure X: Fifty percent of the revenue generated by this county-level marijuana tax will be used 
for child and youth programs including drug intervention and prevention programs, preschool, childhood 
literacy programs, and after-school programs. It is the only November 2020 ballot measure in California that will 
raise and dedicate revenue to kids. 

 
Cincinnati, Ohio: 

• APPROVED Issue #17: Renewal of Cincinnati Public Schools’ 73-cent emergency property tax levy for a period of 
five years, raising $48 million. Around 30% of the levy is dedicated to funding Cincinnati Preschool Promise, 
which has helped provide high-quality preschool for nearly 5,000 three- and four-year-olds since the original 
levy was passed in 2016.  
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State Ballot Initiatives and Referenda  
Measures That Will or Might Impact Children 

 
The following is a comprehensive list of state ballot initiatives that will or might impact children, but do not necessarily 
have a child focus.  It includes initiatives about a variety of topics, including: 
 

• issues that will directly impact children; these are explicitly about children and/or include a relevant key word 
or phrase, such as “18 years old,” “17 years old,” “education,” “teacher salaries,” “paid family leave,” etc. 

 

• initiatives about taxes or state budgets that could impact children in the state budget 
 

• elections, voting, and/or state referendum initiatives that could change how Partnership members engage in 
electoral advocacy 

 

• law enforcement and criminal sentencing reforms, and/or racial inequity 
 

• drug legalization (which would significantly reduce the number of youth of color in the judicial system) 
 

• initiatives that directly or indirectly impact education 
 

• alterations to redistricting processes or timelines 
 

• other topics that will or might impact children 

 

NOTE 
Because this list is long and complex, it is presented in two ways below: organized by topic and organized by 
state.   

 
 
 

Sources for Ballot Measures and Results: 
Ballotpedia 
POLITICO 
The Ballot Initiative Strategy Center 
Children's Funding Project 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

https://ballotpedia.org/2020_ballot_measures
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/10/23/2020-election-ballot-initiatives-measures-431300
https://ballot.org/election-results-tracker/
https://www.childrensfundingproject.org/cfp-blog/2020/11/18/how-kids-around-the-country-triumphed-this-election
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State Ballot Measures 

 Organized by Topic  
 
Key: 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was rejected. 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved and is expected to be beneficial for children. 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved but is expected to be detrimental to children. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was expected to be detrimental to children but was rejected. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was expected be beneficial to children but was rejected. 

 
 
Direct Impact on Children 
 
Alabama: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: States that only a U.S. citizen who is 18 years old or older can vote in Alabama1

 
Arizona: 

• APPROVED Proposition 208: Increases the tax on incomes exceeding $250,000 to raise revenue for teacher 
salaries and schools  

 
California: 

• REJECTED Proposition 15: Would have required commercial and industrial properties to be taxed based on full 
market value, which would have generated additional revenue for schools and local governments 

• REJECTED Proposition 16: Would have allowed diversity to be a factor in public employment, education, and 
contracting decisions (an affirmative action proposition) 

• REJECTED Proposition 18: Would have allowed 17-year-olds who would have been 18 at the time of the next 
general election to vote in primaries and special elections 

• REJECTED Proposition 21: Would have expanded local governments' power to use rent control 

 
Colorado: 

• APPROVED Amendment 76: Amends the Colorado Constitution to state that “only a citizen” of the U.S. who is 
18 years old or older can vote in federal, state, and local elections, instead of the prior language that said “every 
citizen” who is 18 years old can vote2 

• APPROVED Proposition EE: Increases taxes on tobacco, creates a new tax on nicotine products such as e-
cigarettes, dedicates funds to education and health programs 

• APPROVED Proposition 116: Decreases the state income tax rate from 4.63% to 4.55% (would amount to 
around a 1.2% cut in general-fund revenue for Colorado in fiscal year 2022) 

• APPROVED Proposition 118: Establishes a state-run paid family and medical leave program to provide 12 weeks 
(up to 16 weeks in certain cases) of paid leave (with a maximum benefit of $1,100 per week) funded through a 
payroll tax to be paid for by employers and employees in a 50/50 split 

 

 
1 This measure is an effort to target anti-immigrant sentiments. 
2 In Colorado, some groups are arguing that this measure could overturn a recent law they passed allowing 17-year-olds to vote in 
primary elections, as long as they turn 18 before the general election. 
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Florida: 
• APPROVED Amendment 1: Establishes in the state Constitution that only U.S. citizens who are 18 years old or 

older can vote in federal, state, local, or school elections in Florida3 

• APPROVED Amendment 2: Increases the state minimum wage to $15 by 2026 
 

Maryland: 
• APPROVED Question 2: Authorizes sports and events wagering at certain licensed facilities with the resulting 

revenue dedicated to education. However, the initiative does not specifically prevent a corresponding amount 
of funds from being removed from the education budget, so the measure might not actually increase education 
funding. Those details will be worked out by state legislators in the coming months. 

 

Missouri: 
• APPROVED Amendment 3: Addresses redistricting process and criteria, lobbying, and campaign finance, 

requiring that population, voter rights abridgment, contiguous districts, simple shapes, and the rules for 
counties be considered with a higher priority in the redistricting process. (This would also allow them to 
redistrict based only on adults.) 

 
Montana: 

• APPROVED LR-130: Removes local governments’ authority to regulate firearms, including regulation of 
concealed carry 

 
Nevada: 

• REJECTED Question 1: Would have removed the constitutional status of the Board of Regents, which governs, 
controls, and manages the state universities in Nevada. The removal of their Constitutional status would have 
allowed for more checks and balances on the Board of Regents by the state legislature, as well as more 
uniformity in governance and infrastructure among the state’s institutions of higher education. 

• APPROVED Question 2: Recognizes the marriage of couples regardless of gender 

 
New Jersey: 

• APPROVED Public Question 3: Delays the state legislative redistricting process and use of new districts if census 
data is received after February 15 

 
New Mexico: 

• APPROVED Bond Question B: Issues $9.7 million in bonds for public libraries 

• APPROVED Bond Question C: Issues $156.3 million in bonds for public higher education institutions, special 
public schools, and tribal schools 

 
Oklahoma: 

• REJECTED State Question 814: Would have decreased payments made to the Tobacco Settlement Endowment 
Trust Fund from 75% to 25%, would have directed the legislature to appropriate money from the fund to secure 
federal matching funds for the state's Medicaid program. If passed, would have decreased contributions to the 
Tobacco Settlement Endowment Trust Fund that educates about the dangers of tobacco, while directing that 
money to Medicaid expansion (rather than just expanding Medicaid through a new tax). 

 
3 This is another effort to target anti-immigrant sentiments.  
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Oregon: 

• APPROVED Measure 108: Increases cigarette tax from $1.33 per pack to $3.33 per pack; imposes tax on nicotine 
inhalant delivery systems such as e-cigarettes at a rate of 65% of the wholesale price; dedicates revenues to the 
Oregon Health Authority for medical and health programs 

 

Utah: 
• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment G: Allows the Legislature to use revenue from income taxes and 

property taxes to “support children and to support individuals with a disability”  
o Prior to this amendment, under the Utah Constitution, tax revenue from income taxes and intangible 

property could only be used to fund education. This measure was supported by the Utah State Board of 
Education and the Utah Education Association, who claimed it would ensure more tax dollars would be 
spent on children. Critics said that the language of the measure was sneaky; public education is NOT 
funded enough in Utah and adding an additional provision for where the money can be spent may cut 
into the funding already earmarked for public education. 

 
Virginia: 

• APPROVED Redistricting Commission Amendment: Creates a redistricting commission to draw congressional 
and state legislative districts (Virginia is one of two states that have 2021 elections and may not be able to 
redistrict in time if the Census data is delayed) 

 
Washington: 

• APPROVED Referendum 90: Approves Senate Bill 5395 (2020) requiring comprehensive sexual health education 
in public schools 

 
Puerto Rico: 

• APPROVED Statehood Referendum: Asks Puerto Rico voters: should Puerto Rico be immediately admitted into 
the Union as a state 
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Tax or Budget Measures 
 
Alaska: 

• REJECTED Ballot measure 1: Would have increased taxes on certain oil production in the North Slope 

 
Arizona: 

• APPROVED Proposition 208: Increases the tax on incomes exceeding $250,000 to raise revenue for teacher 
salaries and schools  

 
Arkansas: 

• APPROVED Issue 1: Continues a 0.5 percent sales tax for transportation 

 
California: 

• REJECTED Proposition 15: Would have required commercial and industrial properties to be taxed based on full 
market value, which would have generated additional revenue for schools and local governments 

• REJECTED Proposition 21: Would have expanded local governments' power to use rent control 

• APPROVED Proposition 19: Changes tax assessment transfers and inheritance rules to require properties to be 
reassessed at market value for property tax purposes when properties are being transferred from parent to child 
and from grandparent to grandchild. Would result in additional tax revenue for the state. 

 
Colorado: 

• APPROVED Proposition EE: Increases taxes on tobacco, creates a new tax on nicotine products such as e-
cigarettes, dedicates funds to education and health programs 

• APPROVED Proposition 116: Decreases the state income tax rate from 4.63% to 4.55% (would amount to 
around a 1.2% cut in general-fund revenue for Colorado in fiscal year 2022) 

• APPROVED Proposition 118: Establishes a state-run paid family and medical leave program to provide 12 weeks 
(up to 16 weeks in certain cases) of paid leave (with a maximum benefit of $1,100 per week) funded through a 
payroll tax to be paid for by employers and employees in a 50/50 split 

• APPROVED Amendment B: Repeals the Gallagher Amendment of 1982, which limited the residential and non-
residential property tax assessment rates so that residential property taxes amounted to 45% of the total share 
of state property taxes and non-residential property taxes amounted to 55% of the total share of state property 
taxes 

• APPROVED Proposition 117: Requires voter approval of new enterprises that are exempt from TABOR if their 
revenue is greater than $50 million within its first five years 

 
Florida: 

• APPROVED Amendment 5: Increases the period during which a person may transfer "Save Our Homes" benefits 
to a new homestead property from two years to three years 

• APPROVED Amendment 6: Allows a homestead property tax discount to be transferred to the surviving spouse 
of a deceased veteran 

 
Georgia: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: Authorizes the Georgia Legislature to dedicate tax or fee revenue to the public 
purpose for which the taxes or fees were imposed 

• APPROVED Referendum A: Exempts from property taxes property owned by a 501(c)(3) public charity if the 
property is owned exclusively for the purpose of building or repairing single-family homes and the charity 
provides interest-free financing to the individual(s) purchasing the home 
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Illinois: 
• REJECTED Allow for Graduated Income Tax Amendment: Would have allowed for a graduated income tax 

 
Louisiana: 

• REJECTED Amendment 5: Would have authorized a property tax exemption for property that is subject to an 
agreement with local government; allows certain property owners to make payments instead of paying property 
taxes 

• APPROVED Amendment 6: Increases the income limit from $50,000 to $100,000 for those who qualify for the 
special assessment level for residential property receiving the homestead exemption 

• APPROVED Amendment 3: Allows the Louisiana State Legislature, through a two-thirds vote in each chamber, to 
use up to one-third of the revenue in the Budget Stabilization Fund to cover the state's costs associated with a 
federally-declared disaster 

 
Maryland: 

• APPROVED Question 2: Authorizes sports and events wagering at certain licensed facilities with the resulting 
revenue dedicated to education. However, the initiative does not specifically prevent a corresponding amount 
of funds from being removed from the education budget, so the measure might not actually increase education 
funding. Those details will be worked out by state legislators in the coming months. 

• APPROVED Question 1: Authorizes the Maryland General Assembly to increase, decrease, or add items to the 
state budget as long as such measures do not exceed the total proposed budget submitted by the governor 

 
Michigan: 

• APPROVED Proposal 1: Revises formula for how state and local park funds from trusts can be spent 

 
Montana: 

• APPROVED I-190: Legalizes marijuana for individuals over the age of 21 and taxes the sale of non-medical 
marijuana at a rate of 20 percent 

 
Nebraska: 

• APPROVED Amendment 2: Allows TIF for 20 years for extreme blight 

 
New Mexico: 

• APPROVED Bond Question B: Issues $9.7 million in bonds for public libraries 

• APPROVED Bond Question C: Issues $156.3 million in bonds for public higher education institutions, special 
public schools, and tribal schools 

 
Oklahoma: 

• REJECTED State Question 814: Would have decreased payments made to the Tobacco Settlement Endowment 
Trust Fund from 75% to 25%, would have directed the legislature to appropriate money from the fund to secure 
federal matching funds for the state's Medicaid program. If passed, would have decreased contributions to the 
Tobacco Settlement Endowment Trust Fund that educates about the dangers of tobacco, while directing that 
money to Medicaid expansion (rather than just expanding Medicaid through a new tax). 

 
Oregon: 

• APPROVED Measure 108: Increases cigarette tax from $1.33 per pack to $3.33 per pack; imposes tax on nicotine 
inhalant delivery systems such as e-cigarettes at a rate of 65% of the wholesale price; dedicates revenues to the 
Oregon Health Authority for medical and health programs 

• APPROVED Measure 110: Decriminalizes possession of certain drugs and establishes a drug addiction treatment 
and recovery program funded by the state's marijuana tax revenue 
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Utah: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment G: Allows the Legislature to use revenue from income taxes and 
property taxes to “support children and to support individuals with a disability”  

o Prior to this amendment, under the Utah Constitution, tax revenue from income taxes and intangible 
property could only be used to fund education. This measure was supported by the Utah State Board of 
Education and the Utah Education Association, who claimed it would ensure more tax dollars would be 
spent on children. Critics said that the language of the measure was sneaky; public education is NOT 
funded enough in Utah and adding an additional provision for where the money can be spent may cut 
into the funding already earmarked for public education. 
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Elections, Voting, or Referendum Measures 
 
Alabama: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1:  States that only a U.S. citizen who is 18 years old or older can vote in Alabama4 

 
Alaska: 

• APPROVED Ballot measure 2: Makes changes to Alaska's election policies, including top-four primaries, ranked-
choice voting, and campaign finance laws 

 
Arkansas: 

• REJECTED Issue 3: Would have changed the initiative process and legislative referral requirements, making it 
harder for citizen-initiated ballot initiatives to occur 

 
California: 

• REJECTED Proposition 18: Would have allowed 17-year-olds who would have been 18 at the time of the next 
general election to vote in primaries and special elections 

 
Colorado: 

• APPROVED Amendment 76: Amends the Colorado Constitution to state that “only a citizen” of the U.S. who is 
18 years old or older can vote in federal, state, and local elections, instead of the prior language that said “every 
citizen” who is 18 years old can vote5 

• APPROVED Proposition 113: Joins Colorado into the National Popular Vote Interstate Compact, awarding 
Colorado's electoral votes to the winner of the national popular vote 

 
Florida: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: Establishes in the state Constitution that only U.S. citizens who are 18 years old or 
older can vote in federal, state, local, or school elections in Florida6 

• REJECTED Amendment 3: Would have established a top-two open primary system for state office primary 
elections 

• REJECTED Amendment 4: Would have required voter-approved constitutional amendments to be approved by 
voters at a second general election 

 
Idaho: 

• APPROVED Idaho Constitutional Amendment HJR 4: States in the Idaho Constitution that there shall be 35 state 
legislative districts 

 
Iowa: 

• REJECTED Constitutional Convention Question: Would have held an Iowa constitutional convention 

 
Massachusetts: 

• REJECTED Question 2: Would have enacted a ranked-choice voting system for elections in Massachusetts 

 
 
 

 
4 This initiative is an effort to target anti-immigrant sentiments. 
5 In Colorado, some groups are arguing that this measure could overturn a recent law they passed allowing 17-year-olds to vote in 
primary elections, as long as they turn 18 before the general election. 
6 This is another effort to target anti-immigrant sentiments. 
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Mississippi: 
• APPROVED Ballot Measure 2: Removes the requirement that a candidate for governor or state office receive 

the highest number of votes in a majority of the state's 122 House districts (the electoral vote requirement) and 
provides that if a candidate does not receive a majority vote of the people, they will proceed to a runoff election 
(instead of being chosen by a vote of the Mississippi House of Representatives) 

 
Montana: 

• APPROVED C-46: Changes language in constitution to match current initiated amendment distribution 
requirements 

• APPROVED C-47: Changes language in constitution to match current initiated statute and referendum 
distribution requirements 

 
Nevada: 

• APPROVED Question 4: Creates a constitutional right to certain voting procedures and policies and a voter 
“Declaration of Rights” 

 
North Dakota: 

• REJECTED Constitutional Measure 2: Would have required initiated constitutional amendments passed by 
voters to be submitted to the legislature; if the legislature does not approve the measure, the measure would 
need to be placed on the ballot again, and will become effective if approved by the voters a second time 

 
Oregon: 

• APPROVED Measure 107: Authorizes the state legislature and local governments to (1) enact laws or ordinances 
limiting campaign contributions and expenditures; (2) require disclosure of contributions and expenditures; and 
(3) require that political advertisements identify the people or entities that paid for them 

 
Puerto Rico: 

• APPROVED Statehood Referendum: Asks Puerto Rico voters: should Puerto Rico be immediately admitted into 
the Union as a state 

 
US Virgin Islands: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Convention Question: Asks voters about holding a constitutional convention 
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Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity Measures 
 
California: 

• REJECTED Proposition 16: Would have allowed diversity to be a factor in public employment, education, and 
contracting decisions (a pro-affirmative action proposition) 

• REJECTED Proposition 20: Would have made harsh changes to policies that would have created stronger 
criminal sentencing charges, prison/parole release requirements, and DNA collection standards. 

• REJECTED Proposition 25: Would have replaced cash bail with risk assessments for suspects awaiting trial 

 
Kentucky: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment 1: Adds a Marsy's Law to the Kentucky Constitution that would create 
constitutional rights to protect victims of crimes throughout proceedings 

 
Michigan: 

• APPROVED Proposal 2: Requires search warrant to access a person's electronic data 

 
Nebraska: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: Repeals language allowing slavery or involuntary servitude as criminal punishments 

 
Oklahoma: 

• REJECTED State Question 805: Would have prohibited a convicted person's former felony convictions from 
being used to calculate future punishments; provides for sentence modifications for eligible persons 

 
Utah: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment C: Repeals a constitutional exception on the ban of slavery that allowed 
for slavery and involuntary servitude as punishment for a crime 
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Drug Legalization Measures 
 
Arizona: 

• APPROVED Proposition 207: Legalizes the recreational possession and use of marijuana 

 
Mississippi: 

• APPROVED Ballot Measure 1 (Initiative 65 and Alternative 65A): Legalizes medical marijuana for qualified 
persons with debilitating medical conditions 

 
Montana: 

• APPROVED CI-118: Authorizes the legislature or a citizen initiative to set a legal age for marijuana purchase, use, 
and possession 

• APPROVED I-190: Legalizes marijuana for individuals over the age of 21 and taxes the sale of non-medical 
marijuana at a rate of 20 percent 

 
New Jersey: 

• APPROVED Public Question 1: Legalizes the possession and use of marijuana 

 
Oregon: 

• APPROVED Measure 109: Legalizes psilocybin mushrooms for Oregon Psilocybin Services Program under the 
Oregon Health Authority 

• APPROVED Measure 110: Decriminalizes possession of certain drugs and establishes a drug addiction treatment 
and recovery program funded by the state's marijuana tax revenue 

 
South Dakota: 

• APPROVED Initiated Measure 26: Provides for a medical marijuana program in South Dakota 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment A: Legalizes recreational use of marijuana; requires the legislature to 
pass laws providing for the use of medical marijuana and the sale of hemp by April 1, 2022 

 
Washington, DC: 

• APPROVED Initiative 81: Declares that investigations and arrests related to non-commercial prices with 
entheogenic plants and fungi are among the district's lowest law enforcement priorities 
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Education Measures 
 
Arizona: 

• APPROVED Proposition 208: Increases the tax on incomes exceeding $250,000 to raise revenue for teacher 
salaries and schools  

 
California: 

• REJECTED Proposition 15: Would have required commercial and industrial properties to be taxed based on full 
market value, which would have generated additional revenue for schools and local governments 

• REJECTED Proposition 16: Would have allowed diversity to be a factor in public employment, education, and 
contracting decisions (an affirmative action proposition) 

 
Colorado: 

• APPROVED Proposition EE: Increases taxes on tobacco, creates a new tax on nicotine products such as e-
cigarettes, dedicates funds to education and health programs 

 
Maryland: 

• APPROVED Question 2: Authorizes sports and events wagering at certain licensed facilities with the resulting 
revenue dedicated to education. However, the initiative does not specifically prevent a corresponding amount 
of funds from being removed from the education budget, so the measure might not actually increase education 
funding. Those details will be worked out by state legislators in the coming months. 

 
Nevada: 

• REJECTED Question 1: Would have removed the constitutional status of the Board of Regents, which governs, 
controls, and manages the state universities in Nevada. The removal of their Constitutional status would have 
allowed for more checks and balances on the Board of Regents by the state legislature, as well as more 
uniformity in governance and infrastructure among the state’s institutions of higher education. 

 
New Mexico: 

• APPROVED Bond Question B: Issues $9.7 million in bonds for public libraries 

• APPROVED Bond Question C: Issues $156.3 million in bonds for public higher education institutions, special 
public schools, and tribal schools 

 
Utah: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment G: Allows the Legislature to use revenue from income taxes and 
property taxes to “support children and to support individuals with a disability”  

o Prior to this amendment, under the Utah Constitution, tax revenue from income taxes and intangible 
property could only be used to fund education. This measure was supported by the Utah State Board of 
Education and the Utah Education Association, who claimed it would ensure more tax dollars would be 
spent on children. Critics said that the language of the measure was sneaky; public education is NOT 
funded enough in Utah and adding an additional provision for where the money can be spent may cut 
into the funding already earmarked for public education. 

 
Washington: 

• APPROVED Referendum 90: Approves Senate Bill 5395 (2020) requiring comprehensive sexual health education 
in public schools 
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Redistricting Measures 
 
Idaho: 

• APPROVED Idaho Constitutional Amendment HJR 4: States in the Idaho Constitution that there shall be 35 state 
legislative districts 

 
Missouri: 

• APPROVED Amendment 3: Addresses redistricting process and criteria, lobbying, and campaign finance, 
requiring that population, voter rights abridgment, contiguous districts, simple shapes, and the rules for 
counties be considered with a higher priority in the redistricting process. (This would also allow them to 
redistrict based only on adults.) 

 
New Jersey: 

• APPROVED Public Question 3: Delays the state legislative redistricting process and use of new districts if census 
data is received after February 15 

 
Virginia: 

• APPROVED Redistricting Commission Amendment: Creates a redistricting commission to draw congressional 
and state legislative districts (Virginia is one of two states that have 2021 elections and may not be able to 
redistrict in time if the Census data is delayed) 
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Other Measures 
 
Montana: 

• APPROVED LR-130: Removes local governments’ authority to regulate firearms, including regulation of 
concealed carry 

 
Nevada: 

• APPROVED Question 2: Recognizes the marriage of couples regardless of gender 

• APPROVED Question 6: Requires utilities to acquire 50 percent of their electricity from renewable resources by 
2030 

 
Puerto Rico: 

• APPROVED Statehood Referendum: Asks Puerto Rico voters: should Puerto Rico be immediately admitted into 
the Union as a state 
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State Ballot Measures 

 Organized by State  
 
The following is a comprehensive list of state ballot initiatives that will or might impact children, but do not necessarily 
have a child focus, organized by state. 

 
Key: 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was rejected. 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved and is expected to be beneficial for children. 
 

APPROVED:  Measure was approved but is expected to be detrimental to children. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was expected to be detrimental to children but was rejected. 
 

REJECTED:  Measure was expected be beneficial to children but was rejected. 
 
 
 

Alabama 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1:  States that only a U.S. citizen who is 18 years old or older can vote in Alabama7 
 
 

Alaska 
 

Tax or Budget: 

• REJECTED Ballot measure 1: Would have increased taxes on certain oil production in the North Slope 
 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Ballot measure 2: Makes changes to Alaska's election policies, including top-four primaries, ranked-
choice voting, and campaign finance laws 

 
 

Arizona 
 
Direct Impact on Children:  

• APPROVED Proposition 208: Increases the tax on incomes exceeding $250,000 to raise revenue for teacher 
salaries and schools  
 

Drug Legalization:  

• APPROVED Proposition 207: Legalizes the recreational possession and use of marijuana 
 
 

  

 
7 This initiative is an effort to target anti-immigrant sentiments. 
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Arkansas 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Issue 1: Continues a 0.5 percent sales tax for transportation 
 

Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• REJECTED Issue 3: Would have changed the initiative process and legislative referral requirements, making it 
harder for citizen-initiated ballot initiatives to occur 

 
 

California 
 
Direct Impact on Children:  

• REJECTED Proposition 15: Would have required commercial and industrial properties to be taxed based on full 
market value, which would have generated additional revenue for schools and local governments 

• REJECTED Proposition 16: Would have allowed diversity to be a factor in public employment, education, and 
contracting decisions (an affirmative action proposition) 

• REJECTED Proposition 18: Would have allowed 17-year-olds who would have been 18 at the time of the next 
general election to vote in primaries and special elections 

• REJECTED Proposition 21: Would have expanded local governments' power to use rent control 
 

Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Proposition 19: Changes tax assessment transfers and inheritance rules to require properties to be 
reassessed at market value for property tax purposes when properties are being transferred from parent to child 
and from grandparent to grandchild. Would result in additional tax revenue for the state. 
 

Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity: 

• REJECTED Proposition 20: Would have made harsh changes to policies that would have created stronger 
criminal sentencing charges, prison/parole release requirements, and DNA collection standards. 

• REJECTED Proposition 25: Would have replaced cash bail with risk assessments for suspects awaiting trial 
 
 

Colorado 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Amendment 76: Amends the Colorado Constitution to state that “only a citizen” of the U.S. who is 
18 years old or older can vote in federal, state, and local elections, instead of the prior language that said “every 
citizen” who is 18 years old can vote8 

• APPROVED Proposition EE: Increases taxes on tobacco, creates a new tax on nicotine products such as e-
cigarettes, dedicates funds to education and health programs 

• APPROVED Proposition 116: Decreases the state income tax rate from 4.63% to 4.55% (would amount to 
around a 1.2% cut in general-fund revenue for Colorado in fiscal year 2022) 

• APPROVED Proposition 118: Establishes a state-run paid family and medical leave program to provide 12 weeks 
(up to 16 weeks in certain cases) of paid leave (with a maximum benefit of $1,100 per week) funded through a 
payroll tax to be paid for by employers and employees in a 50/50 split 
 

 
8 In Colorado, some groups are arguing that this measure could overturn a recent law they passed allowing 17-year-olds to vote in 
primary elections, as long as they turn 18 before the general election. 
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Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Amendment B: Repeals the Gallagher Amendment of 1982, which limited the residential and non-
residential property tax assessment rates so that residential property taxes amounted to 45% of the total share 
of state property taxes and non-residential property taxes amounted to 55% of the total share of state property 
taxes 

• APPROVED Proposition 117: Requires voter approval of new enterprises that are exempt from TABOR if their 
revenue is greater than $50 million within its first five years 

 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Proposition 113: Joins Colorado into the National Popular Vote Interstate Compact, awarding 
Colorado's electoral votes to the winner of the national popular vote 

 

 

Florida 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: Establishes in the state Constitution that only U.S. citizens who are 18 years old or 
older can vote in federal, state, local, or school elections in Florida9 

• APPROVED Amendment 2: Increases the state minimum wage to $15 by 2026 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Amendment 5: Increases the period during which a person may transfer "Save Our Homes" benefits 
to a new homestead property from two years to three years 

• APPROVED Amendment 6: Allows a homestead property tax discount to be transferred to the surviving spouse 
of a deceased veteran 

 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• REJECTED Amendment 3: Would have established a top-two open primary system for state office primary 
elections 

• REJECTED Amendment 4: Would have required voter-approved constitutional amendments to be approved by 
voters at a second general election 

 
 

Georgia 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: Authorizes the Georgia Legislature to dedicate tax or fee revenue to the public 
purpose for which the taxes or fees were imposed 

• APPROVED Referendum A: Exempts from property taxes property owned by a 501(c)(3) public charity if the 
property is owned exclusively for the purpose of building or repairing single-family homes and the charity 
provides interest-free financing to the individual(s) purchasing the home 

 
 

Idaho 
 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Idaho Constitutional Amendment HJR 4: States in the Idaho Constitution that there shall be 35 state 
legislative districts 

 
9 This is another effort to target anti-immigrant sentiments.  
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Illinois 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• REJECTED Allow for Graduated Income Tax Amendment: Would have allowed for a graduated income tax 
 
 

Iowa 
 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• REJECTED Constitutional Convention Question: Would have held an Iowa constitutional convention 
 
 

Kentucky 
 
Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment 1: Adds a Marsy's Law to the Kentucky Constitution that would create 
constitutional rights to protect victims of crimes throughout proceedings 

 
 

Louisiana 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• REJECTED Amendment 5: Would have authorized a property tax exemption for property that is subject to an 
agreement with local government; allows certain property owners to make payments instead of paying property 
taxes 

• APPROVED Amendment 6: Increases the income limit from $50,000 to $100,000 for those who qualify for the 
special assessment level for residential property receiving the homestead exemption 

• APPROVED Amendment 3: Allows the Louisiana State Legislature, through a two-thirds vote in each chamber, to 
use up to one-third of the revenue in the Budget Stabilization Fund to cover the state's costs associated with a 
federally-declared disaster 

 
 

Maryland 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Question 2: Authorizes sports and events wagering at certain licensed facilities with the resulting 
revenue dedicated to education. However, the initiative does not specifically prevent a corresponding amount 
of funds from being removed from the education budget, so the measure might not actually increase education 
funding. Those details will be worked out by state legislators in the coming months. 
 

Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Question 1: Authorizes the Maryland General Assembly to increase, decrease, or add items to the 
state budget as long as such measures do not exceed the total proposed budget submitted by the governor 

 
 

Massachusetts 
 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• REJECTED Question 2: Would have enacted a ranked-choice voting system for elections in Massachusetts 
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Michigan 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Proposal 1: Revises formula for how state and local park funds from trusts can be spent 
 
Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity: 

• APPROVED Proposal 2: Requires search warrant to access a person's electronic data 
 
 

Mississippi 
 
Drug Legalization: 

• APPROVED Ballot Measure 1 (Initiative 65 and Alternative 65A): Legalizes medical marijuana for qualified 
persons with debilitating medical conditions 

 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Ballot Measure 2: Removes the requirement that a candidate for governor or state office receive 
the highest number of votes in a majority of the state's 122 House districts (the electoral vote requirement) and 
provides that if a candidate does not receive a majority vote of the people, they will proceed to a runoff election 
(instead of being chosen by a vote of the Mississippi House of Representatives) 

 
 

Missouri 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Amendment 3: Addresses redistricting process and criteria, lobbying, and campaign finance, 
requiring that population, voter rights abridgment, contiguous districts, simple shapes, and the rules for 
counties be considered with a higher priority in the redistricting process. (This would also allow them to 
redistrict based only on adults.) 

 
 

Montana 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED LR-130: Removes local governments’ authority to regulate firearms, including regulation of 
concealed carry 

 
Drug Legalization: 

• APPROVED CI-118: Authorizes the legislature or a citizen initiative to set a legal age for marijuana purchase, use, 
and possession 

• APPROVED I-190: Legalizes marijuana for individuals over the age of 21 and taxes the sale of non-medical 
marijuana at a rate of 20 percent 
 

Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED C-46: Changes language in constitution to match current initiated amendment distribution 
requirements 

• APPROVED C-47: Changes language in constitution to match current initiated statute and referendum 
distribution requirements 
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Nebraska 
 
Tax or Budget: 

• APPROVED Amendment 2: Allows TIF for 20 years for extreme blight 
 
Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity: 

• APPROVED Amendment 1: Repeals language allowing slavery or involuntary servitude as criminal punishments 
 
 

Nevada 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• REJECTED Question 1: Would have removed the constitutional status of the Board of Regents, which governs, 
controls, and manages the state universities in Nevada. The removal of their Constitutional status would have 
allowed for more checks and balances on the Board of Regents by the state legislature, as well as more 
uniformity in governance and infrastructure among the state’s institutions of higher education. 

• APPROVED Question 2: Recognizes the marriage of couples regardless of gender 
 

Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Question 4: Creates a constitutional right to certain voting procedures and policies and a voter 
“Declaration of Rights” 

 
Other: 

• APPROVED Question 6: Requires utilities to acquire 50 percent of their electricity from renewable resources by 
2030 

 
 

New Jersey 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Public Question 3: Delays the state legislative redistricting process and use of new districts if 
census data is received after February 15 

 
Drug Legalization: 

• APPROVED Public Question 1: Legalizes the possession and use of marijuana 
 
 

New Mexico 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Bond Question B: Issues $9.7 million in bonds for public libraries 

• APPROVED Bond Question C: Issues $156.3 million in bonds for public higher education institutions, special 
public schools, and tribal schools 
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North Dakota 
 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• REJECTED Constitutional Measure 2: Would have required initiated constitutional amendments passed by 
voters to be submitted to the legislature; if the legislature does not approve the measure, the measure would 
need to be placed on the ballot again, and will become effective if approved by the voters a second time 

 
 

Oklahoma 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• REJECTED State Question 814: Would have decreased payments made to the Tobacco Settlement Endowment 
Trust Fund from 75% to 25%, would have directed the legislature to appropriate money from the fund to secure 
federal matching funds for the state's Medicaid program. If passed, would have decreased contributions to the 
Tobacco Settlement Endowment Trust Fund that educates about the dangers of tobacco, while directing that 
money to Medicaid expansion (rather than just expanding Medicaid through a new tax). 

 
Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity: 

• REJECTED State Question 805: Would have prohibited a convicted person's former felony convictions from 
being used to calculate future punishments; provides for sentence modifications for eligible persons 

 
 

Oregon 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Measure 108: Increases cigarette tax from $1.33 per pack to $3.33 per pack; imposes tax on nicotine 
inhalant delivery systems such as e-cigarettes at a rate of 65% of the wholesale price; dedicates revenues to the 
Oregon Health Authority for medical and health programs 

 
Drug Legalization: 

• APPROVED Measure 109: Legalizes psilocybin mushrooms for Oregon Psilocybin Services Program under the 
Oregon Health Authority 

• APPROVED Measure 110: Decriminalizes possession of certain drugs and establishes a drug addiction treatment 
and recovery program funded by the state's marijuana tax revenue 
 

Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Measure 107: Authorizes the state legislature and local governments to (1) enact laws or ordinances 
limiting campaign contributions and expenditures; (2) require disclosure of contributions and expenditures; and 
(3) require that political advertisements identify the people or entities that paid for them 

 
 

South Dakota 
 
Drug Legalization: 

• APPROVED Initiated Measure 26: Provides for a medical marijuana program in South Dakota 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment A: Legalizes recreational use of marijuana; requires the legislature to 
pass laws providing for the use of medical marijuana and the sale of hemp by April 1, 2022 
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Utah 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment G: Allows the Legislature to use revenue from income taxes and 
property taxes to “support children and to support individuals with a disability”  

o Prior to this amendment, under the Utah Constitution, tax revenue from income taxes and intangible 
property could only be used to fund education. This measure was supported by the Utah State Board of 
Education and the Utah Education Association, who claimed it would ensure more tax dollars would be 
spent on children. Critics said that the language of the measure was sneaky; public education is NOT 
funded enough in Utah and adding an additional provision for where the money can be spent may cut 
into the funding already earmarked for public education. 

 
Law Enforcement, Sentencing Reform, Racial Inequity: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Amendment C: Repeals a constitutional exception on the ban of slavery that allowed 
for slavery and involuntary servitude as punishment for a crime 

 
 

Virginia 

 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Redistricting Commission Amendment: Creates a redistricting commission to draw congressional 
and state legislative districts (Virginia is one of two states that have 2021 elections and may not be able to 
redistrict in time if the Census data is delayed) 

 
 

Washington 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Referendum 90: Approves Senate Bill 5395 (2020) requiring comprehensive sexual health education 
in public schools 

 
 

Washington, DC: 
 
Drug Legalization: 

• APPROVED Initiative 81: Declares that investigations and arrests related to non-commercial prices with 
entheogenic plants and fungi are among the district's lowest law enforcement priorities 

 
 

Puerto Rico 
 
Direct Impact on Children: 

• APPROVED Statehood Referendum: Asks Puerto Rico voters: should Puerto Rico be immediately admitted into 
the Union as a state 

 
 

US Virgin Islands 
 
Elections, Voting, Referenda: 

• APPROVED Constitutional Convention Question: Asks voters about holding a constitutional convention 


